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Assuming no prior knowledge, Educational Research: Quantitative, Qualitative, and Mixed

Approaches, Fifth Edition, by Burke Johnson and Larry Christensen, gives upper-level

undergraduate and graduate students an understanding of the multiple research methods and

strategiesâ€”including qualitative, quantitative, and action research, as well as mixed methods

inquiryâ€”used in education and related fields. The authors expertly teach students how to: read and

critically evaluate published research; write a proposal, construct a questionnaire, and conduct an

empirical research study on their own; and ultimately write up their results in a research report using

APA style.
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Recieved new book on time. Content is relevant and up to date. Well written for a textbook with

some less formal conversational remarks throughout chapters. I leaned a lot and kept the book for

future reference.

I admit- I'm a textbook snob. I truly believe that if we're going to be investing lots of money in books

that they better be worth it.This one is. And it might be the best textbook I've ever had.I'll be entering

a doctoral program this fall and thought I'd use this book as a means to get ahead. What I

appreciate is the clarity of writing and the examples (amazing examples) he uses to explain the

concepts. I was most concerned about the quantitative /statistics portions but he did a great job of

breaking down the material. Overall I'm very glad I bought this book and will be keeping it as a



resource.

Arrived perfect. Had to buy it for class (gave it 5 stars because it seriously says in the book the only

reason you're reading this book is because you probably have to) hahahaha! There is so much

research jargon in it, which is what it's supposed to be about. The text is nice-sized and the pages

are that bright which, semi-glossy paper that I like. Once I'm done with this class, it's going to make

an excellent bug smasher.

This is an assigned text for a research course. I found the book and the examples included to be

easy to follow. I absolutely love the student support on the Sage student site, and the lecture notes

and practice exams have been invaluable.

If you like research this book is for you! If you don't like research this book will lead you to a general

respect and pissible interest in it!

Pretty good book. It was a required book for a required course, and considering I have no interest

really in doing research, I found the book to be interesting and informative. Wasn't over the top.

Wow- this book was worth the money I paid for it. The authors include a comprehensive overview of

research methods, perspectives, and issues, and present them in an easy to understand format.

The book was easy to read and very helpful when writing the methodology part of a draft of a

research proposal.
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